The chromatic polynomial P G (q) of a loopless graph G is known to be nonzero (with explicitly known sign) on the intervals (−∞, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 32/27]. Analogous theorems hold for the flow polynomial of bridgeless graphs and for the characteristic polynomial of loopless matroids. Here we exhibit all these results as special cases of more general theorems on real zero-free regions of the multivariate Tutte polynomial Z G (q, v). The proofs are quite simple, and employ deletion-contraction together with parallel and series reduction. In particular, they shed light on the origin of the curious number 32/27.
Introduction
It is known (see e.g. [16] ) that the chromatic polynomial P G (q) of a loopless graph G satisfies: Theorem 1.1 Let G be a loopless graph that has n vertices, c components, and b nontrivial blocks. [ We call a block "trivial" if it has only one vertex, and "nontrivial" otherwise.] Then:
(a) P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1)
n for q ∈ (−∞, 0).
(b) P G (q) has a zero of multiplicity c at q = 0.
(c) P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1) n+c for q ∈ (0, 1).
(d) P G (q) has a zero of multiplicity b at q = 1.
(e) P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1) n+c+b for q ∈ (1, 32 27 ].
Analogous theorems are also known for the flow polynomial of bridgeless graphs and, more generally, for the characteristic polynomial of loopless matroids. All the foregoing polynomials are special cases of the multivariate Tutte polynomial Z G (q, v) -also known as the Potts-model partition function in statistical mechanics -or its generalization to matroids (see [31] for a recent survey). Here v = {v e } e∈E are real or complex edge weights, and one recovers the chromatic (resp. flow) polynomial if one sets v e = −1 (resp. v e = −q) for all edges e. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit all the results of types (a), (b), (c) and (e) as special cases of theorems on real zero-free regions of the multivariate Tutte polynomial. Our results are illustrated in Figure 1 .
One message of the present paper (see also [31] ) is that there is considerable advantage in studying the multivariate polynomial Z G (q, v), even if one is ultimately interested in a particular two-variable or one-variable specialization. For instance, Z G (q, v) is multiaffine in the variables v (i.e., of degree 1 in each v e separately); and often a multiaffine polynomial in many variables is easier to handle than a general polynomial in a single variable (e.g., it may permit simple proofs by induction on the number of variables). Furthermore, many natural operations on graphs, such as the reduction of edges in series or parallel, lead out of the class of "all v e equal". For these reasons, the multivariate extension of a single-variable result is sometimes much easier to prove than its single-variable specialization. Examples of the advantage obtained by considering general {v e } are: (c) a disproof of the Brown-Colbourn conjecture for general graphs [25] . (Both the univariate and multivariate conjectures are false for general graphs; but a counterexample to the univariate conjecture would have been very difficult to find by direct search. Rather, one first shows that the complete graph K 4 is a counterexample to the multivariate conjecture; one then uses the formulae for parallel connection of edges to find a 16-edge counterexample to the univariate conjecture.)
In this paper we shall give further examples of the utility of considering general {v e }; in particular, we shall elucidate the origin of the curious number 32/27 in Theorem 1.1(e). A further advantage of the Z G (q, v) formalism is that it shows clearly the distinct roles played by the variables q and {v e }: namely, q is a global parameter while the edge weights {v e } are variables that can be mapped. A second message of this paper is that it is sometimes advantageous to "think matroidal", even when the ultimate goal is to study graphs. Indeed, as Oxley [21] has eloquently shown, graph theorems can often be improved by rethinking them in matroidal terms -that is, by eliminating reference to concepts that have no matroidal analogue (e.g. vertices and their degrees, connected components, . . . ) and replacing them by matroidal concepts (e.g. rank, circuits, cocircuits, . . . ). Another advantage of working with matroids is that every matroid has a dual, while only planar graphs have duals with reasonable algebraic properties. The matroidal philosophy is particularly pertinent in the present case, because the multivariate Tutte polynomial can be defined naturally for matroids (Section 2.1) and even in the graphical case it "sees" only the underlying matroidal structure (that is, two graphs with the same cycle matroid have the same multivariate Tutte polynomial, modulo trivial factors of q). For this reason, we believe that matroids are the "natural" category for studying the multivariate Tutte polynomial.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review the definition of the multivariate Tutte polynomial for graphs and matroids, along with some of its elementary properties. In Section 3 we briefly discuss the trivial cases q > 0, v ≥ 0 and q = 1. In Sections 4 and 5 we study the intervals q < 0 and 0 < q < 1, respectively. In Section 6 we prove an abstract result that will be important in what follows. In Section 7 we strengthen the results for 0 < q < 1 by considering the block structure of G. In Section 8 we collect some properties of the "diamond map", which plays a fundamental role in our analysis. In Section 9 we study the interval 1 < q ≤ 32/27. Finally, in Section 10 we state some conjectured extensions of our results.
Since some readers of this paper may be unfamiliar with matroids, we shall ordinarily state and prove each theorem first for graphs and only afterwards for matroids, even though logically speaking the latter contains the former. In most cases the matroidal proofs will be nearly direct translations of the graphical proofs into matroidal language; we shall therefore usually be brief in discussing the matroidal proofs, drawing attention only to any non-obvious points.
2 The multivariate Tutte polynomial
Definition for graphs and matroids
Let G = (V, E) be a finite undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E; in this paper all graphs are allowed to have loops and multiple edges unless explicitly stated otherwise. The multivariate Tutte polynomial of G is, by definition, the polynomial
where q and v = {v e } e∈E are commuting indeterminates, and k(A) denotes the number of connected components in the subgraph (V, A).
[It is sometimes convenient to consider instead
which is a polynomial in q −1 and {v e }.] From a combinatorial point of view, Z G is simply the multivariate generating polynomial that enumerates the spanning subgraphs of G according to their precise edge content (with weight v e for the edge e) and their number of connected components (with weight q for each component). As we shall see, Z G encodes a vast amount of combinatorial information about the graph G, and contains many other well-known graph polynomials as special cases. In this paper we shall take an analytic point of view, and treat q and {v e } as real variables.
1
If we set all the edge weights v e equal to the same value v, we obtain a two-variable polynomial Z G (q, v) that is equivalent to the standard Tutte polynomial T G (x, y) after a simple change of variables [see (2.17 ) below].
All of these considerations can be extended from graphs to matroids. 2 Let M be a matroid with ground set E and rank function r M : 2 E → N. We then define the multivariate Tutte polynomial
which is a polynomial in q −1 and {v e }. This extends the graph definition (2.2) in the sense that if G is a graph and M(G) is its cycle matroid, then
Since a matroid is completely determined by its rank function, Z M is simply an algebraic encoding of all the information about the matroid M. Moreover, our earlier statement that Z G encodes "a vast amount" of information about the graph G can now be made more precise: Z G encodes the number of vertices |V | together with all the information about G that is contained in its cycle matroid M(G) [and no other information]. In particular, if G is loopless and 3-connected, then it is uniquely determined (within the class of loopless graphs without isolated vertices) by its cycle matroid M(G) and hence by Z G (or equivalently by Z G ); this is a special case of Whitney's 2-isomorphism theorem [20, Theorem 5 Let us also remark [31] that the multivariate Tutte polynomial of a matroid M is related to that of its dual matroid M * by the formula
is the rank of M, r M * (E) is the rank of M * , and we have r M (E) + r M * (E) = |E|.) In brief, duality takes v e → q/v e (and inserts some prefactors). Indeed, the duality formula (2.5) is an easy consequence of the definition (2.3) together with the formula for the rank function of a dual:
It goes without saying that the duality formula (2.5) can be specialized from matroids to planar graphs. One of the advantages of working with matroids is that we can think about duality even for non-planar graphs. It is convenient to introduce explicitly the coefficients of Z G (q, v) as a polynomial in q:
where n = |V | and C
[k]
(2.8)
Likewise, let us introduce the coefficients of Z M (q, v) as a polynomial in q −1 :
where C
[r]
(2.10)
Coloring interpretation for graphs
Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph and let q be a positive integer. A proper q-coloring of G is a map σ: V → {1, 2, . . . , q} such that σ(i) = σ(j) for all pairs of adjacent vertices i, j. It is not hard to show (see below) that for each graph G there exists a polynomial P G (q) with integer coefficients such that, for each q ∈ Z + , the number of proper q-colorings of G is precisely P G (q). This (obviously unique) polynomial P G (q) is called the chromatic polynomial of G.
3
A more general polynomial can be obtained as follows: Assign to each edge e ∈ E a real or complex weight v e , and write v = {v e } e∈E for the collection of these weights. Then the q-state Potts-model partition function for the graph G is defined by
(2.11)
Here the sum runs over all maps σ: V → {1, 2, . . . , q}, and we sometimes write σ x as a synonym for σ(x); the δ is the Kronecker delta
and x 1 (e), x 2 (e) ∈ V are the two endpoints of the edge e (in arbitrary order). In particular, if we take v e = −1 for all e, then a coloring σ gets weight 1 or 0 according as it is proper or improper, so that Z Potts G (q, −1) counts the proper q-colorings. In statistical physics, the formula (2.11) arises as follows: In the Potts model [22, 37, 38] , an "atom" (or "spin") at the site x ∈ V can exist in any one of q different states. A configuration is a map σ: V → {1, . . . , q}. The energy of a configuration is the sum, over all edges e ∈ E, of 0 if the spin values at the two endpoints of that edge are unequal and −J e if they are equal. The Boltzmann weight of a configuration is then e −βH , where H is the energy of the configuration and β ≥ 0 is the inverse temperature. The partition function is the sum, over all configurations, of their Boltzmann weights. Clearly this is just a rephrasing of (2.11), with v e = e βJe − 1. A parameter value J e (or v e ) is called ferromagnetic if J e ≥ 0 (v e ≥ 0), as it is then favored for adjacent spins to take the same value; antiferromagnetic if −∞ ≤ J e ≤ 0 (−1 ≤ v e ≤ 0), as it is then favored for adjacent spins to take different values; and unphysical if v e / ∈ [−1, ∞), as the weights are then no longer nonnegative. The chromatic polynomial (v e = −1) thus corresponds to the zero-temperature (β → ∞) limit of the antiferromagnetic (J e < 0) Potts model. The main idea of the present paper is that many results for chromatic polynomials extend to part or all of the antiferromagnetic regime (and indeed into part of the unphysical regime as well).
It is far from obvious that Z Potts G (q, v), which is defined separately for each positive integer q, is in fact the restriction to q ∈ Z + of a polynomial in q. But this is in fact the case, and indeed we have: Theorem 2.1 (Fortuin-Kasteleyn [17, 11] representation of the Potts model)
That is, the Potts-model partition function is simply the specialization of the multivariate Tutte polynomial to q ∈ Z + .
Proof. In (2.11), expand out the product over e ∈ E, and let A ⊆ E be the set of edges for which the term v e δ(σ x 1 (e) , σ x 2 (e) ) is taken. Now perform the sum over configurations {σ x } x∈V : in each component of the subgraph (V, A) the color σ x must be constant, and there are no other constraints. Therefore,
as was to be proved.
The subgraph expansion (2.14) was discovered by Birkhoff [1] and Whitney [36] for the special case v e = −1 (see also Tutte [33, 34] ); in its general form it is due to Fortuin and Kasteleyn [17, 11] (see also [9] ).
Special cases of the multivariate Tutte polynomial Z G (q, v) include the chromatic polynomial (v = −1) and the flow polynomial (v = −q), and more generally the standard two-variable Tutte polynomial. Indeed, we have
Several other evaluations of the multivariate Tutte polynomial are discussed in [31] .
Elementary identities
We now wish to prove some elementary identities for the multivariate Tutte polynomial. There are two alternative approaches to proving such identities: one is to prove the identity directly for real or complex q (or considering q as an algebraic indeterminate), using the subgraph expansion (2.1) or its generalization (2.3) to matroids; the other is to prove the identity first for positive integer q, using the coloring representation (2.11)/(2.13), and then to extend it to general q by arguing that two polynomials (or rational functions) that coincide at infinitely many points must be equal. The latter approach is perhaps less elegant, but it is often simpler or more intuitive. However, only the former approach extends to arbitrary matroids.
One way to guess (albeit not to prove) an identity for matroids is to prove it first for graphs, and then translate it from Z G to Z G = q −|V | Z G ; usually the latter identity carries over verbatim to matroids, mutatis mutandis.
In this paper we shall use four principal tools: factorization over blocks, the deletion-contraction identity, the parallel-reduction identity, and the series-reduction identity.
Factorization. If G is the disjoint union of G 1 and G 2 , then trivially
That is, Z G "factorizes over components". A slightly less trivial situation arises when G consists of subgraphs G 1 and G 2 joined at a single cut vertex x; in this case
This is easily seen from the subgraph expansion in the variant form
where
is the cyclomatic number (i.e., number of linearly independent cycles) of the graph (V, A). It is also easily seen from the coloring representation (2.11)/(2.13) by first fixing the color σ x at the cut vertex and then summing over it; from this viewpoint, (2.19) reflects the S q permutation symmetry of the q-state Potts model. 4 We summarize (2.19) by saying that Z G "factorizes over blocks" modulo a factor q.
The identities (2.18) and (2.19) can be written in a unified form, by using Z G = q −|V | Z G : in both cases we have
This, in turn, is a special case of the following obvious fact: if a matroid M is the direct sum of matroids M 1 and M 2 , then
Deletion-contraction identity. If e ∈ E, let G \ e denote the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge e, and let G/e denote the graph obtained from G \ e by contracting the two endpoints of e into a single vertex (please note that we retain in G/e any loops or multiple edges that may be formed as a result of the contraction). Then, for any e ∈ E, we have the identity
This is easily seen either from the coloring representation (2.11)/(2.13) or the subgraph expansion (2.1). Please note that the deletion-contraction identity (2.24) takes the same form regardless of whether e is a normal edge, a loop, or a bridge (in contrast to the situation for the usual Tutte polynomial T G ). Of course, if e is a loop, then G/e = G \ e, so we can also write
Similarly, if e is a bridge, then G \ e is the disjoint union of two subgraphs G 1 and G 2 while G/e is obtained by joining G 1 and G 2 at a cut vertex, so that Z G/e = Z G\e /q and hence
The deletion-contraction identity applies also to the coefficients C
G of the multivariate Tutte polynomial:
This follows either by examining the definition (2.8) or by observing that the deletioncontraction identity (2.24) for Z G does not mix powers of q. In terms of Z G = q −|V | Z G , the deletion-contraction identity takes the form
if e is not a loop (2.28a)
as easily follows from (2.24) together with the counting of vertices in G \ e and G/e. Not surprisingly, the deletion-contraction formula for matroids is identical in form to (2.28):
if e is not a loop (2.29a)
This easily follows from the formulae for the rank function of a deletion or contraction:
Parallel-reduction identity. If G contains edges e 1 , e 2 connecting the same pair of vertices x, y, they can be replaced, without changing the value of Z, by a single edge e = xy with weight
This is easily seen either from the coloring representation (2.11)/(2.13) or the subgraph expansion (2.1). More formally, we can write
The parallel-reduction rule (v 1 , v 2 ) → v eff with 1 + v eff = (1 + v 1 )(1 + v 2 ) can be remembered by the mnemonic "1+v multiplies". We write
The parallel-reduction rule applies also to the C
This follows either from the definition (2.8) or by observing that the parallel-reduction rule for Z G does not mix powers of q. A virtually identical formula holds for matroids: if e 1 and e 2 are parallel elements in a matroid M (i.e., form a two-element circuit), then
(2.34)
The formula (2.34) also holds trivially if e 1 and e 2 are both loops.
Series-reduction identity. We say that edges e 1 , e 2 ∈ E are in series (in the narrow sense) if there exist vertices x, y, z ∈ V with x = y and y = z such that e 1 connects x and y, e 2 connects y and z, and y has degree 2 in G. In this case the pair of edges e 1 , e 2 can be replaced, without changing the value of Z, by a single edge e = xz with weight
provided that we then multiply Z by the prefactor q + v e 1 + v e 2 . More formally, we can write
This identity can be derived from the coloring representation (2.11)/(2.13) by noting that
Alternatively, it can be derived from the subgraph expansion (2.1) by considering the four possibilities for the edges e 1 and e 2 to be occupied or empty and analyzing the number of connected components thereby created. The series-reduction rule
can be remembered by the mnemonic "1 + q/v multiplies": namely,
Consider now the more general situation in which {e 1 , e 2 } is a two-edge cut of G (not necessarily the cut associated with a degree-2 vertex y); we then say that e 1 , e 2 are in series (in the wide sense). It turns out that the identity (2.36) still holds. To see this, let us prove the generalization of this identity to matroids. Let e 1 and e 2 be series elements in a matroid M, i.e., suppose that {e 1 , e 2 } is a cocircuit. Then, for any A ⊆ E \ {e 1 , e 2 }, we have
(since the complement of a cocircuit is a hyperplane). A short calculation using (2.30b) with e = e 2 then yields
The formula (2.40) also holds trivially if e 1 and e 2 are both coloops. Please note that duality v → q/v interchanges the parallel-reduction rule ("1 + v multiplies") with the series-reduction rule ("1 + q/v multiplies"). This is no accident, since we now see that parallel-reduction and series-reduction (in the wide sense) are indeed duals of each other: {e 1 , e 2 } is a circuit (resp. cocircuit) in M if and only if it is a cocircuit (resp. circuit) in the dual matroid M * .
Two trivial cases
Let us begin by disposing of two cases in which we can trivially control the sign of Z G (q, v). Proposition 3.1 Let G be a graph with n vertices, and suppose that v e ≥ 0 for all e. Then Z G (q, v) ≥ q n > 0 for q > 0; and more generally, for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n we have
Proof. In the definition (2.1), the term A = ∅ contributes q n , and the remaining terms contribute a polynomial in q with nonnegative coefficients.
A similar result holds for matroids, but since Z M (q, v) involves inverse powers of q [cf. (2. 3)], we can no longer control the derivatives with respect to q: Proposition 3.2 Let M be a matroid, and suppose that v e ≥ 0 for all e. Then
The other trivial case is q = 1, because Z G (1, v) = e∈E (1 + v e ) and more generally
. It follows that:
The corresponding result of course holds for a matroid on a ground set with m elements.
The interval q ∈ (−∞, 0)
It is well known that the coefficients of the chromatic polynomial alternate in sign, and the leading coefficient is 1 whenever the graph is loopless. These facts immediately imply that P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1) n for q < 0. The following theorem generalizes this result to the multivariate Tutte polynomial Z G (q, v): Then: 
Please note that Theorem 1.1(a,b) are the special cases of Theorem 4.1(b,b ′ ) in which the graph is loopless and v e = −1 for all edges e. We now see that these results can be generalized to v e ∈ [−2, 0] and v e ∈ (−2, 0), respectively. In particular, Theorem 1.1(a,b) extends to the whole antiferromagnetic regime [−1, 0] as well as to part of the unphysical regime (−∞, −1].
Let us also remark that since q < 0, conclusion (b) can equivalently be written as Z G (q, v) ≥ 0. This way of writing Theorem 4.1 also suggests that the correct generalization to matroids will be Z M (q, v) ≥ 0: see Theorem 4.3 below.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It suffices to prove (a), since (b) is then an immediate corollary. Since each loop e simply contributes an overall factor 1 + v e , which has the right sign by hypothesis, we can assume henceforth that G is loopless. By (2.8), C
G is by induction on the number of edges in G. If G has no edges, then c = n and (a) holds. Now suppose that G has m edges, and assume that the result holds for all graphs having fewer than m edges. We now consider three cases:
Since v e ≤ 0 for all e, statement (a) holds. We can henceforth suppose that G has at least one circuit.
(ii) If G has somewhere a pair e 1 , e 2 of parallel edges, pick some such pair and apply the parallel-reduction formula (2.33) to it. Since (v 1 , v 2 ) → (1 + v 1 )(1 + v 2 ) − 1 maps the interval [−2, 0] into itself, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G \ e 2 ; and the result has the right sign, since G \ e 2 has the same number of vertices and components as G does.
(iii) If G has no pair of parallel edges, pick any edge e which belongs to a circuit of G and apply the deletion-contraction identity (2.27) . By the inductive hypothesis, the first term has the right sign, since G \ e has the same number of vertices and components as G does. Since G has no parallel edges, G/e is loopless, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis to it as well; moreover, since e is not a loop, G/e has one vertex fewer than G and the same number of components as G; therefore, since v e ≤ 0, the second term has the right sign as well.
This proves (a); and the same argument, with minor modifications, proves (a ′ ) under the hypotheses (i ′ ) and (ii
The interval [−2, 0] is best possible, as is shown by the following example:
(a single pair of vertices connected by m parallel edges). Then
, so that for any q < 0 there are roots v tending to −2 (from below) and to 0 (from above) as m → ∞ (the former only for m even).
We can also prove some inequalities on the partial derivatives of C
G (v) with respect to individual weights v e , provided that we make a slightly stronger hypothesis on the interval in which the weights v e lie. If e 1 , . . . , e ℓ are edges in G and e ∈ E \ {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ }, let us say that e is spanned by {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ } if there exists a subset of {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ } which together with e forms a circuit [or equivalently, if {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ } ∪ {e} has a cyclomatic number larger than that of {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ }; or equivalently, if the rank of {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ } ∪ {e} in the cycle matroid M(G) is equal to that of {e 1 , . . . , e ℓ }]. Note that a loop is spanned by any set of edges (even the empty set).
Corollary 4.2 Let G = (V, E) be a graph with n vertices, and let ℓ ≥ 0 and e 1 , . . . , e ℓ ∈ E. Suppose that 
. . , e ℓ are all distinct and form a subgraph with cyclomatic number γ, we have
Please note that Theorem 4.1(a) is simply the special case ℓ = 0 of Corollary 4.2.
Proof. Note first that the deletion-contraction identity (2.27) implies that
and more generally
for any set e 1 , . . . , e ℓ of distinct edges.
[If the edges e 1 , . . . , e ℓ are not distinct, then , under the slightly stronger hypothesis that −1 ≤ v e ≤ 0 for all e ∈ E. However, their proof used a fairly sophisticated device, namely the partitionability identity. It is nice to know that a completely elementary proof can be given, and that the conditions on v e can be slightly weakened.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 extends immediately to matroids, yielding: Then: 
Applying Theorem 4.3 to the cographic matroid M * (G), we obtain a result dual to Theorem 4.1: This result was suggested to us by Feng-Ming Dong [7] , who proved it by a direct argument that is essentially the dual of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Similarly, the proof of Corollary 4.2 extends immediately to matroids (using the same definition of "spanned", which is after all the matroidal one). We obtain: Corollary 4.5 Let M be a matroid of rank r(M) on the ground set E, and let ℓ ≥ 0 and e 1 , . . . , e ℓ ∈ E. Suppose that 
. . , e ℓ are all distinct and form a set with rank ρ in the matroid M, we have
5 The interval q ∈ (0, 1)
In this section we discuss the conditions under which the sign of Z G (q, v) can be controlled when 0 < q < 1 and the edge weights v e lie in a suitable subinterval of (−2, 0). We prove a basic result valid for arbitrary graphs G (Theorem 5.1). Later, in Section 7, we will prove a sequence of refinements that make successively stronger hypotheses on the minimum number of edges in each block of G, and obtain correspondingly wider intervals for the edge weights v e .
Let G be a loopless graph with n vertices and c components; then Theorem 1.1(c) states that P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1) n+c for 0 < q < 1. The following theorem generalizes this result to the multivariate Tutte polynomial Z G (q, v): Theorem 5.1 Let G be a graph with n vertices and c components, and let q ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that:
(ii) v e < −q for every bridge e; and
Corollary 5.2 Let G be a graph with n vertices and c components, and let q ∈ (0, 1).
(b) G is bridgeless, with −1 < v e < −1
(c) G is loopless and bridgeless, with
Theorem 1.1(c) is the special case of Corollary 5.2(a) in which v e = −1 for all edges e. We now see that this result can be extended to v e ∈ (−1 − √ 1 − q, −q). Please note that this interval approaches (−2, 0) as q ↓ 0, and degenerates to the empty set (−1, −1) as q ↑ 1.
It is worth remarking that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 are invariant under duality (of planar graphs), which takes v → q/v and interchanges loops and bridges. In particular, the interval (
is mapped onto itself under duality, with the endpoints interchanged.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof is by induction on the number of edges in G. If G has no edges, then c = n and Z G (q, v) = q n > 0, so the claim is obviously true. Now suppose that G has m edges, and assume that the result holds for all graphs having fewer than m edges. We now consider five cases:
(a) If G has a loop e, then Z G (q, v) = (1+v e )Z G\e (q, v =e ) by (2.25) . By hypothesis we have 1 + v e > 0; and G \ e has the same numbers of components and vertices as G does. This proves that Z G (q, v) is nonzero with the desired sign.
(b) If G has a bridge e, then Z G (q, v) = (q + v e )Z G/e (q, v =e ) by (2.26) . By hypothesis we have q + v e < 0; and G/e has the same numbers of components as G but one less vertex. This proves once again that Z G (q, v) is nonzero with the desired sign.
We can henceforth assume that G has no loops or bridges.
(c) If G has a pair e 1 , e 2 of parallel edges, then we apply the parallel-reduction formula (2.32) to it. By hypothesis, both 1 + v 1 and 1 + v 2 lie in the interval
In the graph G\e 2 , the edge e 1 is either a normal edge or a bridge; it cannot be a loop. The new weight (5.1) satisfies the hypotheses for both normal edges and bridges, so we may apply the inductive hypothesis to G \ e 2 . Since G \ e 2 has the same number of vertices and components as G does, we are done.
(d) If G has a pair e 1 , e 2 of series edges in the wide sense, then we apply the series-reduction formula (2.36) to it. By hypothesis, both 1 + q/v 1 and 1 + q/v 2 lie in the interval (
In the graph G/e 2 , the edge e 1 is either a normal edge or a loop; it cannot be a bridge. The new weight (5.3) satisfies the hypotheses for both normal edges and loops, so we may apply the inductive hypothesis to G/e 2 . Now, G/e 2 has the same number of components as G but one less vertex. On the other hand, since .36) is negative. This gives the correct sign.
(e) If G has neither parallel edges nor series edges in the wide sense, then pick any edge e and apply the deletion-contraction identity (2.24) to it. We see that G \ e has the same number of vertices and components as G does (because e is not a bridge); and all edges of G \ e are normal (because e does not belong to a wide-sense series pair in G, so a bridge cannot be formed by deletion). Therefore, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G \ e, and the contribution has the correct sign. Likewise, we see that G/e has the same number of components as G but one less vertex (because e is not a loop); and all edges of G/e are normal (because e does not belong to a parallel pair in G, so a loop cannot be formed by contraction). Therefore, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G/e; and since v e < 0, the contribution again has the correct sign.
The following examples show that Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 are in some sense best possible. If G is any tree, we have
n−1 , so that there are roots at v = −q. If G has one vertex and k loops, then Z G (q, v) = (1+v) k , so that there are roots at v = −1. If G is a cycle of length two, then we have Z G (q, v) = q(q + 2v + v 2 ), so that there are roots at v = −1 ± √ 1 − q. We will see in Section 7, however, that Theorem 5.1 can be improved if we add a hypothesis on the minimum number of edges in a block of G.
We next show that, in the situation of Corollary 5.2(a), we can go farther and control derivatives with respect to q: Theorem 5.3 Let G be a loopless graph with n vertices and c components, and let q ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that −1 − √ 1 − q < v e < −q for all e ∈ E. Then for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n−c we have
Proof. The proof is by induction on |E|. If G has no edges, then c = n and hence ℓ = 0; and since Z G (q, v)/q c ≡ 1, the result holds. Now suppose that G has m edges, and assume that the result holds for all graphs having fewer than m edges. We shall consider three cases:
(i) If G is a forest, then then Z G (q, v)/q c = e∈E (q + v e ). Since q + v e < 0 for all e, this product and all its derivatives have the claimed sign.
We can henceforth assume that G is not a forest.
(ii) If G has somewhere a pair e 1 , e 2 of parallel edges, pick some such pair and apply to it the parallel-reduction formula (2.
(iii) If G has no pair of parallel edges, pick any non-bridge edge e and apply to it the deletion-contraction identity (2.24), differentiated ℓ times with respect to q. By the inductive hypothesis, the first term has the right sign (strictly) because G \ e has the same number of vertices and connected components as G does (since e is not a bridge). As for G/e, it has the same number of connected components as G but one less vertex (since e is not a loop). Moreover, G/e is loopless (since G has no parallel edges).
c is a polynomial in q of degree n − 1 − c (note that c ≤ n − 1 because G has a non-loop edge e). If ℓ < n − c, we will be able to apply the inductive hypothesis to G/e; and since v e < 0, this term has the right sign as well (strictly, though we do not need this).
Please note the strategy behind the proof of Theorem 5.3: since the deletioncontraction and parallel-reduction formulae do not involve q, they commute with differentiation with respect to q. The series-reduction formula (2.36), by contrast, involves q both in the prefactor and (what seems to be worse) in the argument v eff = v 1 v 2 /(q + v 1 + v 2 ); we do not see how to handle the derivatives with respect to q. It is for this reason that we limited ourselves to a situation in which we could avoid the use of series reduction. We do not know whether this restriction is really necessary.
Corollary 5.4 Let G be a loopless graph with n vertices and c components, and let P G (q) be its chromatic polynomial. Then for all ℓ ≥ 0,
Proof. For 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n − c, put v e = −1 for all e in Theorem 5.3 and let q ↑ 1. For ℓ > n − c, (5.5) of course vanishes.
Remark. Since the numbers (5.5) are nonnegative integers, it would be nice to find a combinatorial interpretation for them. Since P G (q)/q c factorizes over blocks, it suffices to do this for 2-connected graphs G. For ℓ = 1 the following characterization is known: For any connected graph G on n vertices and any edge e = ij of G, the
(ii) v e < −q for every coloop e; and
The matroidal analogue of Corollary 5.2 is obvious, and we refrain from stating it explicitly.
Finally, we have the following matroidal version of Theorem 5.3:
Theorem 5.6 Let M be a loopless matroid with ground set E and rank r(M), and let q ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that −1− √ 1 − q < v e < −q for all e ∈ E. Then for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ r(M) we have
6 An abstract theorem
In this section we prove an abstract result that we shall subsequently use in two ways: in Section 7 we will use it to strengthen Corollary 5.2 by considering the block structure of G, and in Section 9 we will use it to obtain zero-free regions when q ∈ (1, 32/27].
Since our "graphs" allow loops and multiple edges, let us be completely precise about what we mean by "blocks". We say that a graph G = (V, E) is separable if there exist graphs
A block of G is a maximal non-separable subgraph of G. We say that a graph G = (V, E) is k-connected (k ≥ 2) in case it has at least k + 1 vertices and G \ U is connected for all U ⊆ V with |U| < k. (Thus, a graph is k-connected if and only if its underlying simple graph is k-connected.) Let us remark that a graph is non-separable if and only if it is either 2-connected and loopless or else is K 1 (a single vertex with no edges), C 1 (a single vertex with a loop) or K |V |−1+γ Z G (q, v) > 0 whenever G = (V, E) ∈ G is a non-separable graph with exactly m edges, and v e ∈ V for all e ∈ E.
Then (−1)
n+c+γb Z G (q, v) > 0 whenever G = (V, E) ∈ G is a graph with n vertices, c components and b blocks, in which each block contains at least m edges, and v e ∈ V for all e ∈ E.
Before proving Theorem 6.1, let us make a few simple observations about the hypotheses and the conclusion: 1) If the set V ⊂ R satisfies hypotheses (a)-(d) for a given m, then it also satisfies those hypotheses for all larger m; this is not a priori obvious for hypothesis (d), but it is part of the conclusion of the theorem.
2) The conditions (a)-(c) on V are invariant under the duality map v → q/v, and the class of connected planar graphs in which each block contains exactly (resp. at least) m edges is also invariant under duality.
3) In the presence of hypothesis (b), hypothesis (a) is equivalent to the weaker condition V ⊆ (−∞, −q/2), since v v ≥ 0 > −q/2 whenever v ≤ −2. Indeed, the condition V ⊆ (−∞, −q/2) is all that is actually used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. We have stated hypothesis (a) in the stronger form in order to make manifest the duality-invariance.
4) The proof of Theorem 6.1 uses only q > 0, but we will show in Corollary 8.3 that hypotheses (a)-(c) can be satisfied (with V = ∅) only if q ≤ 32/27 and V is contained in a particular interval I ♦ (q). In addition, we will show in Proposition 6.3 that hypotheses (b) and (d) can be satisfied (with V = ∅ and G ⊇ series-parallel graphs) only if γ = 0 and q < 1, or γ = 1 and q > 1. Finally, in Corollary 8.7 we will show that the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 can hold (with V = ∅ and G ⊇ seriesparallel graphs) only if either γ = 0, q < 1 and V ⊆ I ♦ (q) or else γ = 1, 1 < q ≤ 32/27 and V ⊆ I ♦ (q). 5) We shall be principally interested in the case when G = all graphs, but we have stated Theorem 6.1 for an arbitrary minor-closed class because it is no more difficult to prove, and other minor-closed classes (e.g. planar graphs, series-parallel graphs) may be of interest.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 will of course be based on deletion-contraction (together with parallel and series reduction); but it will be slightly more delicate than the proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, because in order to apply the inductive hypothesis, we will need to find an element e for which both G \ e and G/e are non-separable. (In Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 we needed only to maintain connectedness, not non-separability.) A sufficient condition for this is provided by the following graph-theoretic result:
Proposition 6.2 Let G be a simple 2-connected graph with at most one vertex of degree 2. Then there exists an edge e such that both G \ e and G/e are 2-connected.
Proof. If G is 3-connected, then it is easy to see that G \ e and G/e are both 2-connected for all e ∈ E. Thus we may suppose that there exists U = {u 1 , u 2 } ⊆ V such that G \ U is disconnected. Fix a vertex x 0 ∈ V such that all vertices of G other than x 0 have degree ≥ 3. Choose a pair (U, H) such that U = {u 1 , u 2 } ⊆ V , G \ U is disconnected, H is a component of G \ U, x 0 ∈ V (H), and |V (H)| is as small as possible consistent with these constraints. The fact that G is simple and d G (x) ≥ 3 for all x ∈ V (H) implies that E(H) = ∅.
Let H 1 (resp. H 2 ) be the subgraph of G induced by V (H) ∪ U [resp. by V \ V (H)], and let H ′ 1 (resp. H ′ 2 ) be the graph obtained from H 1 (resp. H 2 ) by adding the edge u 1 u 2 if it is not already in G. The minimality of |V (H)| implies that H ′ 1 is 3-connected:
and it is not hard to see that some component of H
is also a component of G\U ′ that is strictly contained in H.
Therefore, H ′ 1 \ e and H ′ 1 /e are both 2-connected for all e ∈ E(H ′ 1 ). On the other hand, H ′ 2 is also 2-connected. So choose any e ∈ E(H ′ 1 ), e = u 1 u 2 , glue H ′ 1 \ e (resp. H ′ 1 /e) onto H ′ 2 along {u 1 , u 2 }, and delete the edge u 1 u 2 ; this operation (2-sum) preserves 2-connectivity and yields G \ e (resp. G/e).
Remarks. 1. We will actually need here only the weaker version of Proposition 6.2 in which "at most one vertex of degree 2" is replaced by "no vertices of degree 2", i.e. G has minimum degree ≥ 3.
2. Please note that, by definition, G is simple ⇐⇒ G is loopless and has no parallel edges; and that, for loopless graphs, G has no vertex of degree 2 ⇐⇒ G has no pair of series edges in the narrow sense. These trivial facts will be used in step (iii) of the proof of Theorem 6.1.
3. It is natural to ask, for arbitrary k ≥ 2, how large a minimum degree is needed in a k-connected simple graph in order that there exist an edge e such that both G \ e and G/e are k-connected. For k = 2, Proposition 6.2 gives the optimal answer: minimum degree at least 3. For k ≥ 3, a sufficient condition is minimum degree ≥ ⌈(3k − 1)/2⌉: this follows from the result of Chartrand, Kaugars and Lick [4] that every k-connected simple graph of minimum degree at least ⌈(3k − 1)/2⌉ has a vertex x such that G \ x is k-connected; then any edge e incident on x will do. This gives the optimal answer also for k = 3: minimum degree at least 4. For k ≥ 4 the optimal result is apparently not known. Note, however, that for any k ≥ 4 there exist kconnected graphs of minimum degree ⌊5k/4⌋ − 1 (but no higher) with no edges e such that G/e is k-connected Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since Z G (q, v) factorizes over blocks (modulo a factor q > 0 in the case of a cut vertex) and the quantity n−c+γb is additive over blocks, and every block of G is a minor of G (hence belongs to G), it suffices to prove Theorem 6.1 for non-separable graphs G ∈ G.
The proof is by induction on |E|. The base case is |E| = m, which holds by hypothesis (d).
Assume now that |E| > m. We consider three cases: (i) If G has somewhere a pair e 1 , e 2 of parallel edges, pick some such pair and apply the parallel-reduction formula (2.32) to it. Since V V ⊆ V, and G \ e 2 is nonseparable and has at least m edges (and belongs to G), we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G \ e 2 ; and the result has the right sign, since G \ e 2 has the same number of vertices as G does.
(ii) If G has somewhere a pair e 1 , e 2 of series edges (in either the narrow sense or the wide sense, it doesn't matter), pick some such pair and apply the series-reduction formula (2.36) to it. Since V ⊆ (−∞, −q/2), the prefactor q + v e 1 + v e 2 is < 0; furthermore, since V ⊲⊳ q V ⊆ V, and G/e 2 is non-separable and has at least m edges (and belongs to G), we can apply the inductive hypothesis to G/e 2 ; and the result has the right sign, since G/e 2 has one less vertex than G does.
(iii) If G has neither a pair of parallel edges nor a pair of series edges, then G is simple and has no degree-2 vertices, so by Proposition 6.2 there exists e ∈ E such that both G \ e and G/e are 2-connected (and hence non-separable). So we can use the deletion-contraction identity on e and apply the inductive hypothesis to both G \ e and G/e (which belong to G). The result has the right sign, because G \ e (resp. G/e) has |V | (resp. |V | − 1) vertices and v e < 0. 
(6.1)
> 0 requires either γ = 0 and q < 1, or γ = 1 and q ≥ 1.
To rule out q = 1, we observe that Z G (1, v) = Remark. It is obvious from the proof that this result holds for classes G much smaller than all series-parallel graphs.
We conclude this section by giving the matroidal analogue of Theorem 6.1. We shall be brief, because the proofs are nearly identical to the proofs for graphs; we shall merely point out the differences.
Recall first that a matroid N is a minor of a matroid M (written N M) in case N can be obtained from M by a sequence (possibly empty) of deletions or contractions of elements. In particular, parallel and series reduction lead to minors, because they are special cases of deletion and contraction, respectively. 
is a 2-connected matroid with ground set E and exactly m elements (i.e., |E| = m) and v e ∈ V for all e ∈ E. Proposition 6.5 (Oxley [19] ) Let M be a 2-connected matroid having at least 2 elements, and let
then there exists an element e ∈ E for which both M \ e and M/e are 2-connected.
Once again, we shall need only the special case of this result for d M (2) = d * M (2) = 0, i.e. when there are no 2-element circuits (= pairs of parallel elements) or 2-element cocircuits (= pairs of series elements). The proof of Theorem 6.4 is then identical to that of Theorem 6.1, but using Proposition 6.5 in place of Proposition 6.2. Here we are obliged to understand "series elements" in the wide sense, since this is the only sense that makes sense for matroids.
The interval q ∈ (0, 1) revisited
We believe that Corollary 5.2(c) is the first of an infinite family of results giving successively larger zero-free regions under successively stronger hypotheses on the size of the blocks that can appear in G. Stating that G is loopless and bridgeless is equivalent to saying that each block of G (other than possible isolated vertices) contains at least two edges. Furthermore, the extremal graph for Corollary 5.2(c) is the unique block with exactly two edges, namely C 2 = K 
for all e ∈ E. Then (−1)
The case m = 2 is of course just Corollary 5. 
Proof. We have
(q, v) < 0. The converse claims follow easily from (7.4) . This proves (a).
Part (b) then follows by using the duality relation (2.5), noting that if G = (V, E) is a planar graph and G * = (V * , E * ) is its dual, then (−1)
|V * |−1 and the prefactor e∈E v e in (2.5) has sign (−1)
Remarks. 1. The foregoing argument also shows that
2. It follows from the converse half of Lemma 7.2 that, for m = 2 and m = 4, the interval (7.1) is best possible [and in general that, for even m, one cannot possibly do better than (7.1)]. Indeed, this interval is best possible even in the univariate case. We shall discuss the case m = 3 after completing the proof of Corollary 7.1.
In the light of Lemma 7.2, let us define the intervals
for arbitrary real m ≥ 1. Note that for m ≥ 2 we have
(7.7) while for 1 ≤ m ≤ 2 we have the reverse inequality 
which is precisely the interval that arises (for m = 2, 3, 4) in Corollary 7.1. This interval has the following easily-verified properties:
Lemma 7.3 For any q ∈ (0, 1), the intervals I m defined by (7.9) have the following properties:
(e) lim To prove hypothesis (d), we must consider all non-separable graphs with m edges. For m = 2 and m = 3, the only such graphs are m-cocycles and m-cycles, so the required statement follows from Lemma 7.2 together with the observation (7.7). For m = 4 we must also consider the triangle with one double edge (which can alternatively be thought of as the wheel W 2 ). Applying parallel reduction to the double edge and series reduction to the other pair of edges, and using I 4 I 4 ⊆ I 2 and I 4 ⊲⊳ q I 4 ⊆ I 2 from Lemma 7.3(c,d), we reduce to the case of a 2-cycle (= 2-cocycle) with edge weights in I 2 . This proves hypothesis (d) for m = 4.
So the interval (7.1) is optimal for m = 2, 4, i.e. we have
For m = 3, the interval (7.1) is not optimal; indeed, we suspect that there is no single optimal interval. (That is, it may be possible, starting from an optimal interval, to simultaneously increase or simultaneously decrease both v 
for all e ∈ E, where v + 3 (q) is the unique real root of the cubic equation
Proof. First let us show that for 0 < q < 1, the cubic equation (7.12) does indeed have a single real root v + 3 (q), which lies between −q and −q/2. This is easy: the derivative of the cubic (7.12), namely 3v 2 +6qv+(q 2 +2q), has discriminant 24(q 2 −q) < 0, so the cubic (7.12) has strictly positive derivative on all of R. Moreover, the cubic (7.12) takes the value q 3 /8 > 0 at v = −q/2 and the value q 3 − q 2 < 0 at v = −q, so the unique real root must lie between −q and −q/2. Now consider V = (q/v + , v + ) with −2 < q/v + < −1 < −q < v + < −q/2, and let us try to satisfy hypotheses (a)-(d) of Theorem 6.1 with γ = 0. We need to choose v + so that V V ⊆ V and
If we succeed in doing this, then duality will guarantee that V ⊲⊳ q V ⊆ V and that
The condition V V ⊆ V comes down to
And since Z K
< 0 comes down to the two conditions
or equivalently
Expanding (7.16b) leads to the condition that the cubic (7.12) must be ≤ 0, so taking v + = v + 3 (q) is permitted and in fact optimal. Inequality (7.16a) leads to the condition
, which is weaker than v + ≤ v + 3 (q), as can be seen by computing
Finally, let us show that v 0) , the curves f = 0 and g = 0 do not intersect when v ∈ (−1, 0). It follows that g(q, v Remark. It is easy to show that
Indeed, let us write q = 1 − r m with 0 < r < 1 and substitute v = v + m (q) = −(1 − r m )/(1 + r) into the cubic (7.12); we get −r 2 (1 − r) 3 < 0 for m = 2 and
Here is the matroidal analogue of Corollary 7.1:
Corollary 7.5 Let 2 ≤ m ≤ 4, and let M be a matroid with ground set E, in which each 2-connected component contains at least m edges. Let 0 < q < 1, and suppose that
This is a nontrivial generalization of Corollary 7.1, since there exists a non-graphic 2-connected matroid on four elements that has to be included in the base case of the induction, namely, the rank-2 uniform matroid U 2,4 .
Proof of Corollary 7.5. In addition to what was already done in proving Corollary 7.1, we need to prove that Z U 2,4 (q, v) > 0 whenever 0 < q < 1 and v i ∈ I 4 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4; here I 4 is the self-dual interval defined in (7.9), i.e.
[this just says that
Since this is multiaffine and symmetric in the {v i }, it suffices to check that
Moreover, by self-duality of U 2,4 it suffices to check the first three cases. The first and third cases are handled by noting that (1 + v i ) > 0 and v i < −4, so that
To handle the second case, let us define v
Finally, Corollary 7.4 extends immediately to matroids: Corollary 7.6 Let M be a matroid with ground set E, in which each 2-connected component contains at least three elements. Let 0 < q < 1, and suppose that
The diamond operation
We will show in this section that the hypotheses (a)-(c) of Theorem 6.1 imply that q ≤ 32/27 and that V is contained in a particular interval I ♦ (q). Our results will also be used in Section 9 to obtain zero-free regions for Z G (q, v) when q ∈ (1, 32/27]. The "diamond operation", in which one or more edges are replaced by the parallel connection of two two-edge paths, will play a key role. For any graph G, let us denote by ♦(G) the graph in which every edge of G is replaced by a diamond. And let us write
for the corresponding map of edge weights. (This corresponds to the "diagonal" case, in which all four edges of the diamond get the same weight v.) Then, for any graph G we have
when v = −q/2, by virtue of the series and parallel reduction rules (2.36)/(2.32).
5
The case v = −q/2, which corresponds to ♦ q (v) = +∞, can be handled by a limiting process, using the fact that Z G (q, w) ≈ q k(G) w |E(G)| as w → ∞; combining this with (8.1)/(8.2), we obtain
In what follows we make the natural convention that
A central role in our analysis will be played by the fixed points of the diamond map, which satisfy ♦ q (v) = v or equivalently (excluding the trivial fixed points v = 0 and v = +∞) The cubic (8.4) has one real root for q < 0, three real roots for 0 < q < 32/27, and one real root for q > 32/27 (see Figure 2 ). For 0 < q ≤ 32/27, let us denote by v 1, 2, 3 ) the three roots of this cubic in decreasing order: 5) where the first (resp. second) inequality ( ) ≥ is strict except at q = 32/27 (resp. q = 1).
We are especially interested in the middle branch v
♦ , which we shall denote also by v + ♦ (q): it decreases monotonically from v = 0 at q = 0 to v = −8/9 at q = 32/27, and is given explicitly by the horrendous expression 
or by the power series
which is convergent for |q| < 32/27 and shows that all derivatives of v + ♦ (q) are strictly negative for 0 < q < 32/27. Putting f (q, v) = v 3 − 2qv − q 2 , we have f (q, −3q/4) ≥ 0 > f (q, −q/2) for all 0 < q ≤ 32/27 and hence
[these bounds alternatively follow from the concavity of v
These bounds are illustrated in Figure 3 . In Figure 4 we compare v ♦ (q) is repulsive for 0 < q < 32/27 and becomes marginal at q = 32/27: more precisely, the "multiplier"
(8.10) 6 We remark that the quantity 
which increases monotonically, with all derivatives nonnegative, from v = −2 at q = 0 to v = −4/3 at q = 32/27 (see again Figure 2 ). 9 Finally, we let I ♦ (q) be the "diamond interval"
The key facts about v ± ♦ (q) are summarized in the following lemma, which will be proven at the end of this section:
As a strong converse to Lemma 8.1(d,e), we have the following necessary condition for invariance under parallel and series connection: 
The following further facts are relevant to the applicability of Theorem 6.1: It follows that in cases (b) and (c), the sequence {♦ k q (v)} k≥0 is strictly increasing as long as it stays negative; and once it goes nonnegative, it stays nonnegative (but need no longer be increasing). Note also that, in cases (b)-(d), if one iterate ♦ k q (v) (k ≥ 0) happens to equal −q/2, then the next iterate and all subsequent iterates will equal +∞ (which is indeed ≥ 0). 
and hence the sequence ♦ (v) happens to equal −q/2, then it follows from (8.2) that, for any graph G, the bivariate Tutte polynomial of the graph ♦ k (G) satisfies
If, on the other hand, one of the iterates ♦ Proof of Corollary 8.7. We may show that either γ = 0 and q < 1 or else γ = 1 and q > 1 by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 6.3 (we leave the details to the reader). To show that q ≤ 32/27 and V ⊆ I ♦ (q), suppose the contrary: then we use Corollary 8.6 with G = K 2 and K 3 to construct 2-connected series-parallel graphs H, with an arbitrarily large number of edges, whose vertex-set sizes have both parities. (Here we have used the fact that if G is a non-separable graph, then ♦ k (G) and ♦ k (G) (2) are both non-separable, and the parity of the size of their vertex sets is the same as that of G.) Since Corollary 8.6 yields Z H > 0 while the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 asserts that (−1)
|V (H)|−1+γ Z H > 0, one of the two parities yields a counterexample. 
Proof of Proposition 8.4. Since V = (q/v + , v + ) is self-dual, V V ⊆ V is equivalent to V ⊲⊳ q V ⊆ V; so let us check the former. An obvious necessary condition is q/v + ≤ −1 ≤ v + , i.e. v + ≥ max(−1, −q). If these conditions are satisfied, a necessary and sufficient condition is then
But this is just the "diamond cubic", so we must have either
Finally, let us prove (8.13). We have
this is positive, so we must have v
♦ (q). For 1 < q ≤ 32/27 this is negative, so we must have either −q < v
♦ (q); but the latter is excluded because we know that −3q/4 ≤ v 9 The interval q ∈ (1, 32/27] Let G be a loopless graph with n vertices, c components, and b nontrivial blocks 10 ; then Theorem 1.1(e) states that P G (q) is nonzero with sign (−1) n+c+b for 1 < q ≤ 32/27 [15] . An analogous result also holds for loopless matroids [8] . In this section we 10 Let us recall that we call a block trivial if it has only one vertex, and nontrivial otherwise.
shall use Theorem 6.1 to generalize these results to the multivariate Tutte polynomial. The multivariate approach allows us to replace the detailed graph-theoretic proof of [15] by a much simpler proof involving elementary calculus.
We need to find intervals V = (v − 
♦ (q) < −q/2 by (8.8), hypothesis (a) is then satisfied as well. Finally, by Proposition 6.3, we can restrict attention to the case q > 1.
It remains to determine the conditions under which also hypothesis (d) holds. We have been able to do this, and thus to find the optimal self-dual interval, for the cases m = 2 and m = 3.
Case m = 2. The only non-separable graph with two edges is K This means that v + must lie between the two roots of the quadratic (9.3), which are −q ± q 2 − q. Of course, we must also make sure that v
♦ (q) to satisfy hypotheses (a)-(c). The maximal choice v + = −q + q 2 − q works whenever 1 < q ≤ 9/8.
11 Otherwise the best we can do is to take
. We have therefore proven: Corollary 9.1 Let 1 < q ≤ 32/27 and define
11 Proof: It suffices to check that
But this equals2 − q [4q − 3 − 4 q 2 − q], so we need 4q − 3 ≥ 4 q 2 − q, i.e. q ≤ 9/8.
is a loopless bridgeless graph with n vertices, c components and b nontrivial blocks, and v e ∈ V 2 for all e ∈ E.
The interval V 2 is the best possible self-dual interval for Corollary 9.1, in the following senses:
(i) For all q > 1, the graph K
has a multivariate root at v 1 = −q − q 2 − q,
(ii) For 1 < q ≤ 32/27, v > v + ♦ (q), and G an arbitrary graph, the graph and its dual C 3 . By self-duality, it suffices to consider the former. We want to have Z K Of course, we must also make sure that v (3)
♦ (q) in order to satisfy hypotheses (a)-(c). The maximal choice v + = −1 + (q − 1) 1/3 − (q − 1) 2/3 works whenever 1 < q ≤ 9/8.
13 (It is an amazing coincidence -for which we have no deep explanation -that both m = 2 and m = 3 give rise to the same crossover point q = 9/8.) Otherwise the best we can do is to take v + = v 12 The derivative of this cubic, namely 3v 2 + 6v + 3q, has discriminant 36 − 36q < 0, so the cubic has strictly positive derivative on all of R. It is easily verified by substitution that v = −1 + (q − 1) 1/3 − (q − 1) 2/3 is indeed the root. Making the change of variables r = (q − 1) 1/3 , a short calculation shows that we need r(1 − 2r)(r 2 − r + 1) 2 ≥ 0, i.e. r ≤ 1/2, hence q ≤ 9/8. We can show that the interval V 3 is best possible in the same way as for the interval V 2 of Corollary 9.1. Suppose 1 < q ≤ 9/8. If either v 1 = v 2 = v 3 < q/[−1 + (q − 1)
1/3 − (q − 1) 2/3 ] and G = K
2 , or v 1 = v 2 = v 3 < q/[−1 + (q − 1) 1/3 − (q − 1) 2/3 ], and G = C 3 , then Z G (q, q, v) has the wrong sign. So the interval V 3 is best possible for 1 < q ≤ 9/8, even in the univariate case, and even allowing subsets V that are not necessarily intervals and not necessarily self-dual. When q > 9/8, the argument is the same as that given for V 2 .
We close this section by extending our results to matroids. Since all matroids with at most three elements are graphic, Corollaries 9.1 and 9.2 and Theorem 6.4 immediately imply: Corollary 9.3 Let 1 < q ≤ 32/27 and m ∈ {2, 3}, and let V 2 and V 3 be the intervals defined in Corollaries 9.1 and 9.2, respectively. Then (−1) r(M )+b Z M (q, v) > 0 whenever M is a matroid of rank r(M) on the ground set E that has b 2-connected components, in which each 2-connected component contains at least m elements, and v e ∈ V m for all e ∈ E.
Further refinements?
Let us conclude by making some remarks on the possibility of extending the zerofree regions obtained in Sections 7 and 9 to larger values of m. We conjecture that for 0 < q < 1 and 1 < q ≤ 32/27, there exists a strictly increasing family of self-dual intervals V m (q) = (q/v These conjectures are illustrated in Figure 5 . For any fixed m, intervals V m (q) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 can in principle be found by a finite amount of calculation (i.e., there are finitely many m-edge 2-connected graphs to consider), but the computations seem rather messy for m ≥ 5. For instance, for m = 5 we have not only the 5-cocycle and the 5-cycle, but also the triangle with two double edges, its dual K 4 \ e, the triangle with one triple edge, and its dual C 4 with one double edge. Indeed, for m ≥ 5 the interval I m defined in (7.9), which arises by considering only the m-cocycle and the m-cycle, cannot satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 for small q > 0, as it fails to be contained in I ♦ (q): The behaviors expected for 0 < q < 1 and for 1 < q ≤ 32/27 also differ in a curious way. For 0 < q < 1 we expect that the upper endpoints v + m (q) of the intervals V m (q) will be strictly increasing towards v + ♦ (q). For 1 < q ≤ 32/27, by contrast, we already have v + m (q) = v + ♦ (q) exactly for m = 2, 3 when 9/8 ≤ q ≤ 32/27; for larger m we can expect this "crossover point" q = 9/8 to move downwards towards q = 1. That, at any rate, is our naive guess based on the behavior for small m. 
